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Ambassador to Humanity Robert Weinberg 2021-03-17 A selection of testimonials and tributes to 'Abdu'l-Bahá
'Abdu'l-Bahá (1844-1921) was a friend, guide and confidant to all humanity. Those who encountered Him
recognized a character of matchless virtue, an all-embracing love and altruism, extraordinary spiritual acuity,
and super-human knowledge. Through His personal care for the poor and vulnerable in society, His
participation in the discourses of the age, His Writings and His promotion of the Bahá'í Teachings, 'Abdu'l-Bahá
was the living embodiment of the Covenant of Bahá'u'lláh, tasked with propagating and preserving the unity
of an emerging global religion. As people around the world mark the centenary of 'Abdu'l-Bahá's passing and
the completion of the first century of the Formative Age of the Bahá'í Faith, this anthology is designed to
increase devotion to 'Abdu'l-Bahá and aid profound reflection on His life, His mission and His unique qualities.
Preserved in the testimonials and tributes collected here are the exemplary actions of that single soul out of all
humankind who offered a pattern of right living to all people, for all time.
Grammars of Identity/alterity Gerd Baumann 2005-11-15 Deals with the issues of the construction of Self and
Other in the context of social exclusion of those perceived as different. This collection focuses on one theoretical
proposition, namely, that the seemingly universal processes of identity formation and exclusion of the 'other'
can be differentiated according to three modalities.

An Introduction to the Baha'i Faith Peter Smith 2008-04-07 Peter Smith explores the history, beliefs and
practices of the Baha'i faith.
A Concise Encyclopedia of the Baha'i Faith Peter Smith 2013-10-01 Written by a well-known author in the
field of Baha'i studies, this is a comprehensive and accessible encyclopedia to the youngest of the world
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religions. Regarded as the second most widespread faith after Christianity, with adherents in almost every
country around the globe, the Baha'i faith is nevertheless unfamiliar to many. here Dr Smith traces the origins
and development of the religion from 19th century Iran to the modern day, introducing its central figures and
major historical events. combining breadth with a readable yet concise style, he provides a balanced overview
of Baha'i scriptures, doctrines and practices, social teachings and organization. This reference work presents a
clear and knowledgeable view of a fascinating new religion.

in Search of A Voice Casey M.K. Lum 2012-10-12 Originating in Japan early in the 1970s as a simple sing-along
technology, karaoke has become a hybrid media form designed to integrate mass-mediated popular music,
video images, computer graphics, and the live musical performance of its human users. Not only has karaoke
become a multimillion-dollar entertainment industry, its varied uses have also evolved into diverse popular
cultural and social practices among many people around the world. Based on a two-year ethnographic study,
this book offers a penetrating analysis of how karaoke is used in the expression, maintenance, and
(re)construction of social identity as part of the Chinese American experience. It also explores the theoretical
implications of interaction between the media audience and karaoke as both an electronic communication
technology and a cultural practice. This book analyzes the social origins of karaoke and the dramaturgical
characteristics of karaoke events, and explains how various musical genres are reframed as karaoke music. It
also visits the numerous karaoke scenes in their natural context -- the sites of the actual consumption of media
products, such as expensive private homes and fancy hotel ballrooms in the affluent suburbs of New Jersey,
working-class restaurants and nightclubs in the multiethnic neighborhoods in Flushing, Queens, and Cantonese
opera music clubs in New York's Chinatown. Finally, the book offers an intimate analysis of how karaoke has
been adopted by several interpretive communities of first-generation Chinese immigrants not only as popular
entertainment but also as a means to help (re)define their social identity and way of life.
Armenian Christians in Iran James Barry 2018-10-11 Examines Iran's Armenian community, shedding light on
Muslim-Christian relations in Iran since the 1979 revolution.
Turkish migration in Europe Wadim Strielkowski 2012

Kurds Mehrdad Izady 2015-06-03 First Published in 1993. Since before the dawn of recorded history the
mountainous lands of the northern Middle East have been home to a distinct people whose cultural tradition is
one of the most authentic and original in the world. Some vestiges of Kurdish life and culture can actually be
traced back to burial rituals practiced over 50,000 years ago by people inhabiting the Shanidar Caves near Arbil
in central Kurdistan. In this book, the author has tried to identify and delineate the heritage of the Kurds, now
thoroughly submerged in the accepted and standard models for subdividing Middle Eastern civilization, none
of which is designed to accommodate the stateless Kurds.

Iranian Masculinities Sivan Balslev 2019-03-21 This unique study spotlights the role of masculinity in Iranian
history, linking masculinity to social and political developments.
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The Persianate World 2018-11-26 The Persianate World: Rethinking a Shared Sphere is among the first books
to explore the defining features of the Persianate world from a variety of historical perspectives.
The Yezidi Oral Tradition in Iraqi Kurdistan Christine Allison 2001 At a time when studies of Kurdish nationbuilding are developing, this book is the first to consider Kurdish oral traditions within their social context and
explain their relevance for a large Kurdish community. It is the first western scholarly work to allow the
Yezidis to describe themselves in their own words, and to interpret these descriptions. Many of the oral
traditions in the book are previously unpublished, and may well die out in the next decade.
The Song Contests of Turkish Minstrels Yıldıray Erdener 1995 A study of the world of competitive singing in
the context of the Turkish coffee house. It investigates the ashik or minstrel and his relationship to music,
poetry, and compositional strategies. One of the main focuses is the interaction between the ashik and the
audience at a small coffee house in Kars, Turkey. The social milieu in which the song contest tradition has
developed and flourished forms an important part of the study, as does the role of spontaneously composed
poetry and the problem of how meaning is derived from social interaction during a song contest. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Iranian Intellectuals and the West Mehrzad Boroujerdi 1996-11-01 Mehrzad Boroujerdi challenges the way
many Americans perceive present-day Iran as well as how Iranians view the West. He examines the works of
thinkers seminal in defining modern Iran (virtually unknown in the U.S.) and concludes that Islam was not
the primary source of their inspiration. Their efforts forge an "authentic" national identity lay at the heart of
Iranian thought. These intellectuals (both religious and secular) appropriated Islam as the vehicle through
which they could most effectively challenge or accommodate modernity and Westernization. Through such a
fitting appropriation, Boroujerdi asserts, could modern Iranian thinkers lay the foundation for a nativist vision
of an unsullied culture, seemingly free of Western influence. Drawing on the works of Michel Foucault and
Edward Said, this book explore how Iranians use their own misunderstandings about the West to form their
own identity and, in return, how Westerns describe Iran in negative terms to help them reaffirm the
superiority of their own culture. Boroujerdi also argues that Iranian intellectuals have been deeply indebted to
Western thought, which has served as the cultural reference through which they continue to struggle with
issues of identity and selfhood.

The Baha'i Faith Peter Smith 2014-11-06 This authoritative account traces the BahNB'! Faith from its origins in
mid-nineteenth-century Iran to the spiritual and social concerns of the present.
The Sistani Cycle of Epics and Iran’s National History Saghi Gazerani 2015-11-16 This work argues that the
Sistani Cycle of Epics constitutes a genre of historiography, retaining reflections of events of Iran’s antiquity,
notably the affairs of the Sistani kingdom and its relationship to the Parthian throne circa 1st century BCE- 2nd
century CE.
Hellements of Hickonomics Stephen Leacock 1936
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Slavery and Empire in Central Asia Jeff Eden 2018-07-19 Using newly-uncovered archival evidence, Jeff
Eden sheds unprecedented light on the lives of slaves ensnared by the Central Asian slave trade.
Religion and Public Discourse in an Age of Transition Geoffrey Cameron 2018-01-03 Technology, tourism,
politics, and law have connected human beings around the world more closely than ever before, but this
closeness has, paradoxically, given rise to fear, distrust, and misunderstanding between nation-states and
religions. In light of the tensions and conflicts that arise from these complex relationships, many search for
ways to find peace and understanding through a “global public sphere.” There citizens can deliberate on issues
of worldwide concern. Their voices can be heard by institutions able to translate public opinion into public
policy that embraces more than simply the interests and ideas of the wealthy and the empowered.
Contributors to this volume address various aspects of this challenge within the context of Bahá’í thought and
practice, whose goal is to lay the foundations for a new world civilization that harmonizes the spiritual and
material aspects of human existence. Bahá’í teachings view religion as a source of enduring insight that can
enable humanity to repair and transcend patterns of disunity, to foster justice within the structures of society,
and to advance the cause of peace. Accordingly, religion can and ought to play a role in the broader project of
creating a pattern of public discourse capable of supporting humanity’s transition to the next stage in its
collective development. The essays in this book make novel contributions to the growing literature on postsecularism and on religion and the public sphere. The authors additionally present new areas of inquiry for
future research on the Bahá’í faith.
Europe Against the Jews, 1880-1945 Götz Aly 2020-04-07 From the award-winning historian of the Holocaust,
Europe Against the Jews, 1880-1945 is the first book to move beyond Germany’s singular crime to the
collaboration of Europe as a whole. The Holocaust was perpetrated by the Germans, but it would not have been
possible without the assistance of thousands of helpers in other countries: state officials, police, and civilians who
eagerly supported the genocide. If we are to fully understand how and why the Holocaust happened, Götz Aly
argues in this groundbreaking study, we must examine its prehistory throughout Europe. We must look at
countries as far-flung as Romania and France, Russia and Greece, where, decades before the Nazis came to
power, a deadly combination of envy, competition, nationalism, and social upheaval fueled a surge of antiSemitism, creating the preconditions for the deportations and murder to come. In the late nineteenth century,
new opportunities for education and social advancement were opening up, and Jewish minorities took
particular advantage of them, leading to widespread resentment. At the same time, newly created nationstates, especially in the east, were striving for ethnic homogeneity and national renewal, goals which they saw
as inextricably linked. Drawing upon a wide range of previously unpublished sources, Aly traces the sequence
of events that made persecution of Jews an increasingly acceptable European practice. Ultimately, the German
architects of genocide found support for the Final Solution in nearly all the countries they occupied or were
allied with. Without diminishing the guilt of German perpetrators, Aly documents the involvement of all of
Europe in the destruction of the Jews, once again deepening our understanding of this most tormented history.
Béla Bartók's Folk Music Research in Turkey Ahmed Adnan Saygun 1976
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Emerson in Iran Roger Sedarat 2019-05-31 Examines the impact of Persian poetry in the work of Ralph Waldo
Emerson. Emerson in Iran is the first full-length study of Persian influence in the work of the seminal
American poet, philosopher, and translator, Ralph Waldo Emerson. Extending the current trend in
transnational studies back to the figural origins of both the United States and Iran, Roger Sedarat’s insightful
comparative readings of Platonism and Sufi mysticism reveal how Emerson managed to reconcile through
verse two countries so seemingly different in religion and philosophy. By tracking various rhetorical strategies
through a close interrogation of Emerson’s own writings on language and literary appropriation, Sedarat
exposes the development of a latent but considerable translation theory in the American literary tradition. He
further shows how generative Persian poetry becomes during Emerson’s nineteenth century, and how such
formative effects continue to influence contemporary American poetry and verse translation. Roger Sedarat is
Associate Professor of English at Queens College, City University of New York. His books include Haji as
Puppet: An Orientalist Burlesque and Ghazal Games: Poems.
A People Without a Country Abdul Rahman Ghassemlou 1993 Traces the history of the Kurds and their search
for independence
A History of the Tajiks Richard Foltz 2019-06-27 In this comprehensive and up to date history, from
prehistoric proto-Indo-Iranian times to the post-Soviet period, Richard Foltz traces the complex linguistic,
cultural and political history of the Tajiks, a Persian-speaking Iranian ethnic group from the modern-day
Central Asian states of Tajikistan, Afghanistan, and Uzbekistan. In eight chapters, the author explores the
revitalisation of Persian culture under the Samanid Empire in the Tajik heartlands of historical Khorasan and
Transoxiana; analyses the evolution of the politics of Tajik identity; and traces the history of the ethnic Tajik
diaspora today.

The Wandering Who Gilad Atzmon 2011-09-30 An investigation of Jewish identity politics and Jewish
contemporary ideology using both popular culture and scholarly texts. Jewish identity is tied up with some of
the most difficult and contentious issues of today. The purpose in this book is to open many of these issues up
for discussion. Since Israel defines itself openly as the ‘Jewish State’, we should ask what the notions of
’Judaism’, ‘Jewishness’, ‘Jewish culture’ and ‘Jewish ideology’ stand for. Gilad examines the tribal aspects
embedded in Jewish secular discourse, both Zionist and anti Zionist; the ‘holocaust religion’; the meaning of
‘history’ and ‘time’ within the Jewish political discourse; the anti-Gentile ideologies entangled within different
forms of secular Jewish political discourse and even within the Jewish left. He questions what it is that leads
Diaspora Jews to identify themselves with Israel and affiliate with its politics. The devastating state of our
world affairs raises an immediate demand for a conceptual shift in our intellectual and philosophical attitude
towards politics, identity politics and history.
The Bahá'í Faith, Violence, and Non-Violence Robert H. Stockman 2020-07-31 Both violence and non-violence
are important themes in the Bahá'í Faith, but their relationship is not simple. The Bahá'í sacred writings see
violence in the world - not just against Bahá'ís, but physical and structural violence against everyone - as being
a consequence of the immature state of human civilization. The Baha'i community itself has been nonviolent
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since its founding by Baha'u'llah in the mid nineteenth century and has developed various strategies for
responding to persecution nonviolently. This Element explores how their scriptures provide a blueprint for
building a new, more mature, culture and civilization on this planet where violence will be rare and
nonviolence prevalent.
Yezidism in Europe Philip G. Kreyenbroek 2009 Yezidism is a minority religion that is largely based on
tradition rather than scripture. In the homelands - Turkey, Iraq, Syria and Transcaucasia - its world-view is
closely connected with local culture, and most easily understood in that context. From the 1960s onwards, an
increasing number of Yezidis from Turkey, Iraq and Syria were forced to migrate to Western Europe. After
the fall of the Soviet Union many Yezidis from Armenia and Georgia moved to Russia and the Ukraine. This
work addresses the question of differences in perception of the religion between Yezidi migrants who grew
up in the homeland and those who were mainly socialised in the Diaspora. It is based on extensive qualitative
research among Yezidis of different generations in Germany and Russia.
Paris Talks `Abdu'-Bahá 2021-01-18
Migration, Diasporas, and Transnationalism Steven Vertovec 1999-01-01 '. . . this book is a valuable resource
which has collected together an important range of contributions, many of which may not be easy to track
down for the individual scholar.' - Claire Dwyer, Progress in Human Geography '. . . this collection is a fine
overview of contributions to an interesting and promising new research field, and it will be a good resource
for professional scholars and especially for students in the field.' - Boris Slijper, Journal of International
Migration and Integration This authoritative collection brings together the most significant papers by leading
scholars in an increasingly important area of study. Social scientists and political analysts are becoming more and
more aware of the importance of long-maintained or newly embellished links between post-migration
communities and the societies from which they originate. Closely tied to this field is a renewed interest in
'diasporas' or globally dispersed groups whose collective experiences often draw on deep historical roots in
more than one place.
Medieval Damascus Hirschler Konrad Hirschler 2016-02-19 The written text was a pervasive feature of
cultural practices in the medieval Middle East. At the heart of book circulation stood libraries that experienced
a rapid expansion from the twelfth century onwards. While the existence of these libraries is well known our
knowledge of their content and structure has been very limited as hardly any medieval Arabic catalogues
have been preserved. This book discusses the largest and earliest medieval library of the Middle East for which
we have documentation - the Ashrafiya library in the very centre of Damascus - and edits its catalogue. This
catalogue shows that even book collections attached to Sunni religious institutions could hold rather unexpected
titles, such as stories from the 1001 Nights, manuals for traders, medical handbooks, Shiite prayers, love poetry
and texts extolling wine consumption. At the same time this library catalogue decisively expands our
knowledge of how the books were spatially organised on the bookshelves of such a large medieval library.
With over 2,000 entries this catalogue is essential reading for anybody interested in the cultural and
intellectual history of Arabic societies. Setting the Ashrafiya catalogue into a comparative perspective with
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contemporaneous libraries on the British Isles this book opens new perspectives for the study of medieval
libraries.
The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Modern Islamic World John L. Esposito 2001-04-15 "Present[s] a rounded
picture of a subject about which Americans hear only the extremes...an important purchase for academic and
public libraries."--RBB/Booklist "A valuable reference for every sort of reader....Highly recommended for both
academic and public libraries."--Library Journal The first encyclopedia dedicated to the institutions, religion,
politics, and culture in Muslim societies throughout the world, this workcontains over 750 articles that focus on
the Islamic dimension of the Muslim experience in recent history. Entries address political and social action as
well as formal texts, and emphasis is placed on the practice and theory of Islam in the Arab heartland, as well as
in South and Southeast Asia, and in Europe and theAmericas. This is an invaluable resource offering extensive
comparative and systematic analyses of Islamic beliefs, institutions, movements, practices, and peoples on an
international scale.

The Promise of World Peace Universal House of Justice 1986 A critique of the key global issues confronting us
today, which challenges a number of contemporary myths about human nature and presents an argument for a
new, spiritual approach.
Psycho-nationalism Arshin Adib-Moghaddam 2017-12-07 Psycho-nationalism focuses on the history of the use
of Iranian identity under the Shah, as well as by the governments since the 1979 Iranian revolution, to offer an
exploration into the psychological and political roots of national identity and how these are often utilised by
governments.
Baháulláh and the New Era John Ebenezer Esslemont 1942

Making of the Artist in Late Timurid Painting Lamia Balafrej 2019-04-01 In the absence of a tradition of selfportraiture, how could artists signal their presence within a painting? Centred on late Timurid manuscript
painting (ca. 1470-1500), this book reveals that pictures could function as the painter's delegate, charged with
the task of centring and defining artistic work, even as they did not represent the artist's likeness. Influenced
by the culture of the majlis, an institutional gathering devoted to intricate literary performances and debates,
late Timurid painters used a number of strategies to shift manuscript painting from an illustrative device to a
self-reflective object, designed to highlight the artist's imagination and manual dexterity. These strategies
include visual abundance, linear precision, the incorporation of inscriptions addressing aspects of the painting
and the artist's signature. Focusing on one of the most iconic manuscripts of the Persianate tradition, the Cairo
Bustan made in late Timurid Herat and bearing the signatures of the painter Bihzad, this book explores Persian
manuscript painting as a medium for artistic performance and self-representation, a process by which artistic
authority was shaped and discussed.
Authority and Identity in Medieval Islamic Historiography Mimi Hanaoka 2016-09-09 An innovative
exploration of the local histories of the Persianate world and its preoccupation with identity, authority, and
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legitimacy.
Religious Statecraft Mohammad Ayatollahi Tabaar 2018-05-08 Since the 1979 revolution, scholars and policy
makers alike have tended to see Iranian political actors as religiously driven—dedicated to overturning the
international order in line with a theologically prescribed outlook. This provocative book argues that such
views have the link between religious ideology and political order in Iran backwards. Religious Statecraft
examines the politics of Islam, rather than political Islam, to achieve a new understanding of Iranian politics
and its ideological contradictions. Mohammad Ayatollahi Tabaar traces half a century of shifting Islamist
doctrines against the backdrop of Iran’s factional and international politics, demonstrating that religious
narratives in Iran can change rapidly, frequently, and dramatically in accordance with elites’ threat
perceptions. He argues that the Islamists’ gambit to capture the state depended on attaining a monopoly over
the use of religious narratives. Tabaar explains how competing political actors strategically develop and deploy
Shi’a-inspired ideologies to gain credibility, constrain political rivals, and raise mass support. He also challenges
readers to rethink conventional wisdom regarding the revolution, Ayatollah Khomeini, the U.S. embassy
hostage crisis, the Iran-Iraq War, the Green Movement, nuclear politics, and U.S.–Iran relations. Based on a
micro-level analysis of postrevolutionary Iranian media and recently declassified documents as well as
theological journals and political memoirs, Religious Statecraft constructs a new picture of Iranian politics in
which power drives Islamist ideology.

Baha’i Faith: The Basics Christopher Buck 2020-11-26 Bahá’í Faith: The Basics provides a thorough and
accessible introduction to a fascinating, independent world religion. Examining its historical development,
current “community-building” efforts and the social contributions of the Bahá’í Faith in the world today, this
introduction covers: • Beliefs: Bahá’í spiritual teachings. • Principles: Bahá’í social teachings. • History:
Bahá’u’lláh and his covenant. • Scripture: Bahá’í sacred texts and inspired guidance. • Institutions: The Bahá’í
Administrative Order. • Building community: What Bahá’ís do. • Social action: Bahá’í social and economic
development projects. • Public discourse: The Bahá’í International Community. • Vision: Foundations for a
future golden age. With features including a glossary of terms, and references to the Bahá’í writings
throughout, this is the ideal text for students and interested readers wanting to familiarize themselves with
the Bahá’í Faith.
Turkish Folk Music from Asia Minor Bela Bartok 2015-03-08 This book is a substantial and thorough
musicological analysis of Turkish folk music. It reproduces in facsimile Bartók's autograph record of eighty
seven vocal and instrumental peasant melodies of the Yürük Tribes, a nomadic people in southern Anatolia.
Bartók's introduction includes his annotations of the melodies, texts, and translations and establishes a
connection between Old Hungarian and Old Turkish folk music. Begun in 1936 and completed in 1943, the
work was Bartók's last major essay. The editor, Dr. Benjamin Suchoff, has provided an historical introduction
and a chronology of the various manuscript versions. An afterword by Kurt Reinhard describes recent
research in Turkish ethnomusicology and gives a contemporary assessment of Bartók's field work in Turkey.
Appendices prepared by the editor include an index of themes compiled by computer. Originally published in
1976. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available
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previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions
preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Yezidism--its Background, Observances, and Textual Tradition Philip G. Kreyenbroek 1995 The Yezidi faith
has fascinated and tantalized a number of Western scholars since the mid-19th century, but actual knowledge
of the Yezidi tradition has remained relatively limited. During the late-20th century a corpus of Yezidi sacred
hymns has come to light, which had previously been transmitted orally, and did not exist in written form
until the late 1970s. These texts have offered a more detailed insight into the beliefs, observances, and
background of the faith.
The Yezidis Eszter Spät 2005 This is the first detailed survey of Yezidi culture to appear in English. Little is
known about these ancient Kurdish mountain people, considered one of the oldest ethnicities in the Middle
East, often unjustly derided as "devil-worshippers." Distinct from the majority Sunni Muslim Kurds, the
Yezidis' religion evolved through a fusion of Sufism with earlier religious beliefs indigenous to the region,
including Zoroastrian, Jewish, Gnostic and Christian motifs. They attribute a prominent place to their protector,
the Peacock Angel, traditionally identified with Satan by Muslims. The Yezidis, as a result, have historically
been labelled heretics and; thus their self-willed isolation. Along with her enquiry into the meaning and
manner of their practices, Spat takes note of the increasing demands of modernization and the shifting balance
of power in the region, and also observes the stirrings of inner strife in an otherwise tough, resilient
community that has endured continuous attempts at eradication over centuries.
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